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Measurements (1994–2007) from four cabled-to-shore hydrophone systems located off the North

American west coast permit extensive comparisons between “contemporary” low frequency ship traf-

fic noise (25–50 Hz) collected in the past decade to measurements made over 1963–1965 with the

same in-water equipment at the same sites. An increase of roughly 10 dB over the band 25–40 Hz at

one site has already been reported [Andrew et al., Acoust. Res. Lett. Online 3(2), 65–70 (2002)].

Newly corrected data from the remaining three systems generally corroborate this increase. Simple lin-

ear trend lines of the contemporary traffic noise (duration 6 to 12þ years) show that recent levels are

slightly increasing, holding steady, or decreasing. These results confirm the prediction by Ross that the

rate of increase in traffic noise would be far less at the end of the 20th century compared to that

observed in the 1950s and 1960s. VC 2011 Acoustical Society of America. [DOI: 10.1121/1.3518770]

PACS number(s): 43.30.Nb [JAC] Pages: 642–651

I. INTRODUCTION

One might well assume that, prior to the industrial age,

the deep ocean low frequency ambient noise up to several

hundred Hertz was dominated by seismic, biologic, and

hydrodynamic (i.e., surface wind-waves) components. The

rise of modern industrial civilization—and, in particular, a

burgeoning merchant shipping industry that had switched to

mechanical propulsion—has added a new “anthropogenic”

(i.e., man-made) contribution. This contribution was termed

traffic noise by Wenz1 and by the 1960s was understood to

play a significant role in low frequency ambient noise levels.

The long-term traffic noise contribution is clearly a time-

varying quantity, increasing (essentially from zero) as the

number, speed, size, and power of merchant ships have

increased. Ross2–4 appears to have been the first to address

this time-varying aspect. His analysis of noise levels meas-

ured in the mid-20th century (including levels collected over

1963–1965 and reported by Wenz5 from then-newly deployed

hydrophone systems) suggested that the traffic noise was

increasing at a rate of roughly one half decibel per year. He

postulated, however, that this rate would not be sustained

through the end of the 20th century, due in part to rising pe-

troleum prices and depressed economic conditions. Analysis

and predictions by Ross have remained the sole authority on

this issue for several decades.

Accurate characterizations of trends or, more generally,

changes in ambient noise are confounded by variability over

a wide range of temporal and spatial scales. Wenz recom-

mended large-sample long-time integrations—his statistics

were based on datasets of 2- and 3-yr duration. The variation

of ambient noise with location was less well understood, and

this led Wenz to suggest “frequent and continued observa-

tions in geographical areas of interest.…” The receivers used

by Wenz continued to be viable after the end of the Cold

War; some have been retired, but all remained functional

through the end of the 20th century. In the early 1990s, the

Applied Physics Laboratory at the University of Washington

(APL/UW) was granted access to the same hydrophone

systems (see Fig. 1) for the Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean

Climate (ATOC) program6 and began a long-term program

collecting short-time ambient noise autospectra. From

Wenz’ perspective, this would have been ideal: Long-time

observations from the exact same geographic locations.

Relative statistics from these systems were reported initially

by Curtis et al.7 but, unfortunately, levels referenced to

1 lPa could not be obtained at that time.

The first experimental comparison between the Wenz

levels and contemporary levels became possible when a cali-

brated hydrophone array was deployed near enough to system

d (see Fig. 1) to permit an “ambient noise” cross-calibration

of system d. Andrew et al.8 subsequently reported corrected

statistics for a 6-yr observation period (roughly 1995–2001)

that revealed an increase of about 10 dB between 20 and

80 Hz. Consistent with the Ross’ prediction, this increase is

substantially less than what would have been expected at the

original rate of one half decibel per year.

The next comparison was reported by McDonald et al.9

for a second receiver, system f. Using a calibrated autono-

mous recording package placed near the hydrophone array,

they obtained several months of co-located data over 2003–

2004 and were able to corroborate a general increase of

10–12 dB over the band 30–50 Hz.

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

randrew@apl.washington.edu
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The McDonald measurements made possible a high qual-

ity ambient noise cross-calibration of system f. The resulting

correction factor—which brought contemporary system f sta-

tistics from relative levels to absolute levels—revealed the na-

ture of the missing correction factors for two more coastal

systems g and h. Following re-characterization of the shore-

side transfer functions, datasets for both system g and h were

brought from relative to absolute levels.

It has now become possible to update not only the

results of Curtis et al. for these four coastal systems but also

to compare contemporary long-time statistics to those of

Wenz—a comparison spanning nearly half a century.

This paper is organized as follows. A brief summary of

the APL/UW data collection program is provided in Sec. II.

The reduction of the vast amount of data per system to a sin-

gle time series suitable for quantitative work is described in

Sec. III. The main results are given in Sec. IV: These include

“overview” descriptive statistics, comparisons of average

measures against the Wenz levels, and an investigation of

“trend” in the contemporary APL/UW records. These results

are discussed and interpreted in Sec. V. The results presented

here are only the coarsest features of the time series, and

Sec. VI concludes with a summary of the key results and

several suggestions for further investigation.

II. DATA COLLECTION

All the data analyzed here have been obtained by sys-

tems generically diagrammed in Fig. 2. The in-water compo-

nents consisted of a hydrophone array laid on the seafloor

and cabled to shore. The shore-side components consisted of

amplifiers followed by APL/UW signal conditioning cir-

cuitry and data acquisition hardware. In the in-water compo-

nents, the hydrophones and (significant sections of) the

undersea cables date back to the Wenz era.

All arrays are located more-or-less on the continental ter-

race, but the seabed properties vary from site to site. The bot-

tom at site d consists of layer of silty mud and clayey silt

about 2 m thick over a hard basement. The bottom at site f
consists of a silty sand layer 20–30 cm thick over a very hard

basement. The bottom at site g consists of a loose mixture of

silty clay and clayey silt, to a depth of at least 3 m. (The deep-

est core samples—about 3 m—failed to encounter any type

of sub-bottom.) The bottom at site h consists of a very shal-

low layer (up to 10 cm) of silty clay overlying sandy silt.

The overall system passband was roughly 10–500 Hz,

and the response in this band was frequency-dependent. The

sampling protocol acquired roughly 3 min of data on three

channels at about 2000 samples/s every 5–6 minutes. (The

precise parameters of collection have varied as both hardware

and software have been upgraded.) Each channel record was

subdivided into 10 disjoint subrecords of 32 768 samples

each. Sample periodograms were formed for each subrecord,

and then all ten were averaged. The result was smoothed

across frequency by a running mean filter with a 1 Hz width,

and the smoothed result was subsampled and normalized to

yield autospectral density estimates from 0 to 500 Hz on a

1 Hz grid. These power spectral densities (PSDs) were auto-

matically written to removable media and ultimately sent

back to APL/UW where they have been archived.

III. DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS

The first step in data reduction applied calibration cor-

rections to each PSD to convert them to units of square of

micro-pascals per hertz. These corrections included both

frequency-dependent and frequency-independent factors which

were both channel- and time-dependent for each system.

It is useful here to distinguish between a channel (which

maps to a unique hydrophone and associated signal condition-

ing circuitry) and the three time series available for analysis.

The three channels selected for acquisition were operator-

controlled. Originally it was thought that one channel alone

FIG. 2. Typical data acquisition system. The PC represents an Intel class

personal computer. The nature of the removable media has changed as tech-

nology has evolved.

FIG. 1. Receivers described in this report.
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might be sufficient, the other two providing redundancy.

However, as the program continued, changes in the hardware

occurred. Some channels went dead, others turned very noisy.

It became necessary to periodically review the choice of ac-

quisition channels and sometimes reassign one or two.

To distinguish the three time series used in analysis

from the time series associated with any particular channel,

the former will be termed time streams A, B, and C. Each

time stream is a sequence of PSDs pulled first from one

channel, then from a second, then from a third, and so on,

with channel reassignment occurring whenever judgment

dictated that a circuit had become unreliable. Unfortunately,

invalid PSDs would be collected until the problem was

caught by the operator and the collection hardware reas-

signed to an alternate channel deemed to be good. Various

simple strategies were used to identify and flag these invalid

PSDs and eliminate them from further processing.

Large gaps occur in the streams because of shore station

power outages, equipment malfunctions, or damage to the

submarine cables. Small gaps occur for data collection tasks

during long range propagation experiments, automated sys-

tem health diagnostics, and system administration tasks.

Originally, it was anticipated that one time stream would

be chosen for subsequent analysis. However, no one channel

on any system had a calibration pedigree sufficient enough

to be considered “the reference channel.” All channels were

peers in that they all possessed some systematic, possibly

time-varying, gain bias about the “ideal” or design, gain

G0,dB, which is presumed to be known. Specifically, let

Pj fð Þ ¼ jHj fð Þj2Nðf Þ (1)

be the observed or apparent power at the output of the chan-

nel j circuit, which has linear gain Hj( f ), when measuring

the acoustical noise power N( f ) in the water at the sensor. In

this simple model, the noise power is assumed to be identical

at all sensors, and the variability in observed values across

channels is due to variability, i.e., randomness, in the linear

gain term from channel to channel. This variability, which

appears as a multiplicative factor in Eq. (1), can be changed

to an additive factor by transforming to the decibel domain.

This gives (dropping the frequency argument)

Pj;dB ¼ Gj;dB þ NdB ¼ G0;dB þ gj þ NdB; (2)

where the channel j gain in the decibel domain is

Gj;dB ¼ 20 log10 jHjj ¼ G0;dB þ gj; (3)

with gj distributed as Nð0; r2
gÞ. G0,dB is assumed known, per-

haps from design specifications, and rg represents manufac-

turing variability from circuit to circuit. An estimate from

channel j of the ambient noise power follows from Eq. (2) as

N̂j;dB ¼ Pj;dB � G0;dB ¼ NdB � gj:

This estimate is therefore biased by the term gj. In this

model, therefore, the arithmetic average over j of the

individual estimates N̂j;dB will converge to the true value NdB

as j ! 1 . Thus, the “best” estimate of the true ambient

noise time power would be the average (at each measure-

ment) in the decibel domain across all channels. Throughput

limitations in the computers precluded collecting spectra

simultaneously across all channels, but this ideal scenario

suggests that a reasonable procedure, given only three time

streams, is to synthesize a “composite time stream” by aver-

aging in the decibel domain across time streams A, B, and C.

Measurements made on unreliable channels (identified via

an auxiliary database of performance estimators) were

excluded from the average.

Spectrograms from the composite streams are presented

in Sec. IV. For further quantitative analysis, it was expedient

to synthesize one-third octave (OTO) band levels from the

composite time streams. OTO levels provide a convenient

spectral representation of reduced complexity for geophysi-

cal processes and were used by Wenz as well.

IV. RESULTS

A. Descriptive statistics

Spectrograms are qualitative visualizations of the large-

scale record features; these are presented for each system

in Fig. 3. The most prominent feature is the seasonal appear-

ance of energy around 17 Hz. This is the well-known signa-

ture of the baleen whales, specifically the blue (Balaenoptera
musculus) and finback (Balaenoptera physalus) whales.10

Related features, most evident in the system f spectrogram,

are the upper harmonics, particularly that near 50 Hz, which

indicate blue whale vocalizations.10 This can be seen to

decrease from slightly above 50 Hz in 1995 to slightly below

in late 2006. Downshifts in the spectral signature of blue

whales have been noted before.9

The next most apparent features are the episodic

increases in spectral energy starting about 30 Hz and extend-

ing upward. Levels in this spectral band, particularly at the

higher frequencies, are known to correlate well with local

wind speed,7 and therefore these episodic features represent

periods of above-average surface winds and possibly storms.

It can be seen most prominently in the system f and g spectro-

grams that these features have a seasonal (i.e., annual) cycle.

Each spectrogram has had the median spectrum for that

site removed. This procedure enhances low-amplitude fea-

tures. The median spectrum is one of a number of percentile

curves that can be used to quantify the cumulative probabil-

ity distribution (CDF) of the ambient noise at each site.

Following Curtis et al.,7 CDF percentile curves are given in

Fig. 4. The median spectrum is the 50% curve. Each curve

shows the fraction of time that the random noise level is

equal to or less than that of the curve. The peak near 17 Hz,

especially prominent at systems d and f, is again the baleen

vocalization signature.

The general character of these CDFs follows that

described by Curtis et al. The levels have a very skewed dis-

tribution—at most frequencies below about 100 Hz, half of

the levels occur below and within 10 dB of the 50% value,

while the remainder populate a long upper tail, sometimes as

large as 30 dB, indicating the influence of occasional very

loud events.
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FIG. 3. Spectrograms for all systems, all available records, and composite time streams. The color scale is in decibels relative to the site median spectrum. Gaps

indicate system outages. Each vertical raster line is the decibel average of 24 h of PSD estimates minus the site median spectrum.
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B. Average traffic noise level increases, 1960s–1990s

A traditional approach, which dates back to Knudsen

et al.,11 for identifying the spectra of constituent processes is

to separate the record in frequency space. This approach is

definitely not a rigorously justifiable decomposition because

the constituent processes provide spectral energy contribu-

tions over all bands considered in this paper. Nevertheless, a

frequency-domain categorization provides a modestly accu-

rate representation of the principal processes in each band

and therefore a simple, convenient and intuitive framework

for further analysis.

Since this report is primarily concerned with traffic

noise, and as the spectral signature of the merchant ships

peaks around 50 Hz,12 it will prove useful to adopt the cate-

gorization shown in Table I, where each OTO band is classi-

fied by a dominant process. As is easily distinguished in the

spectrograms, OTO bands 12 and 13 span the baleen vocal-

ization fundamental frequency and therefore are categorized

as baleen bands. Band 20 is generally representative of

higher bands (not shown) which appear to be virtually all

weather-related. Above 50 Hz, merchant ship source spectra

decrease with increasing frequency, suggesting that OTO

bands 18, 19, and 20 are transition bands with increasing

dominance by sea surface weather (e.g., wind-waves). OTO

band 18 contains the 60 Hz line: Although this component is

not prominent in the spectrograms, results involving this

band should always be interpreted with caution in order that

levels contaminated by system noise are not interpreted as

geophysical data. OTO bands 10 and 11 are not well synthe-

sized from the original PSDs because the PSD sample period

of 1 Hz provides very few whole samples—1 and 2 in bands

10 and 11, respectively—in these bands. These bands are

therefore not considered further here. The remaining bands

(14–17) are designated as traffic noise and are the subject of

further analysis below.

As mentioned in the Introduction, Wenz averaged each

entire 2- to 3-year data record to obtain single representative

values for each system. For purposes of direct comparison,

this same approach is adopted here (albeit over records of 6–

12 yr duration from 1994 forward). Further, noting that sam-

ple statistics can be upwardly biased by “noise transients”

(presumably due to ships passing near the receiver), Wenz

defined a simple comparison procedure to edit out these tran-

sient events. Andrew et al.8 determined that the Wenz proc-

essing yields results that were statistically indistinguishable

from the sample median over the 6-yr system d dataset.

Following this approach, “average” level measures of

the APL/UW datasets were defined by the sample median

over the entire dataset for each OTO band. This measure has

FIG. 4. Cumulative level distributions, all systems, and composite time

streams. System d: 6 yr of data (393 718 spectra.) System f: 12 yr of data

(557 330 spectra.) System g: 12 yr of data (688 728 spectra.) System

h: 12 yr of data (171 318 spectra.) (System h curves do not use questionable

data from February 1997 to August 2003, see Fig. 8.).

TABLE I. Simplified categorization of OTO bands by dominant processes.

fc is the approximate OTO band center frequency. Band center frequencies

and band edges in Hertz.

OTO band fc Band edges Dominant processes

10 10 8.9–11.2 Not used

11 12 11.2–14.1 Not used

12 16 14.1–17.8 Baleen vocalization

13 20 17.8–22.4 Baleen vocalization

14 25 22.4–28.2 Traffic noise

15 32 28.2–35.5 Traffic noise

16 40 35.5–44.7 Traffic noise

17 50 44.7–56.2 Traffic noise

18 63 56.2–70.8 Shipping, some wind/waves

19 80 70.8–89.1 Shipping! wind/waves

20 100 89.1–112.2 Wind/waves, some shipping
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the advantage of comparing closely to the average value of

the 50% curve over the corresponding OTO band in Fig. 4.

All levels for all bands for all systems are shown in Table II.

Table II also includes a crude estimate of the uncertainty

in the contemporary values, computed as half the maximum

span in average levels across the three constituent time

streams, rounded to the nearest one-tenth decibel.

Table II reveals some qualitatively similar features

across bands and systems. For example, there is a consistent

pattern versus frequency for all systems. Beginning in bands

12 and 13, which correspond to baleen whale vocalization

frequencies, there is a large relative increase. Next occurs a

relative minimum increase in band 14 (band 13 for system

f ), followed by a large relative increase peaking in the traffic

bands. This relative increase then diminishes with increasing

frequency up into the wind/wave regime.

Comparisons between systems in Table II are not as dis-

tinct. Increases for system f are consistently higher than

increases for system d by about 1 dB, except in bands 13 and

14 (where system f increases are roughly 3 dB lower than

system d increases). System g increases are about 3 dB lower

than those for system d in bands 12 and 13 (i.e., the baleen

whale contribution has not increased as much as at system d)

but thereafter are almost consistently 2–3 dB lower than

system f increases (except in band 15.) System h increases

are similar in bands 12 and 13 to system g increases in that

they are about 3 dB lower than system d increases. There-

after, system h increases are roughly 1 dB lower than system

f increases (except at band 15).

C. Traffic noise trends over the last decade

Records more than a decade long present considerable

structure and are inadequately represented by an average value.

However, a comprehensive analysis of all discernible structure

is beyond the scope of this paper. Therefore, the focus in this

section, consistent with the theme of long-time changes, will

be on simple measures of trends over the last decade. Even so,

the notion of a trend requires further definition. A common

approach13 defines a trend as a smoothed version of the record:

For present purposes, even this is too complicated, and there-

fore a trend will hereafter connote a simple linear model of the

spectral level (in decibels) versus time.

Bands 12 and 13 (16–20 Hz) contain obvious seasonal

cyclicity, related to baleen whale migrations. Bands 18 and

higher (63 Hz and above) are also dominated by a seasonal

cyclicity, which appears distinct from the baleen pattern, and

is probably closely related to weather. Analysis and interpre-

tation of these two phenomena is outside this scope of this

paper. Analysis of the traffic noise levels is provided below.

For trend analysis, each composite time stream was

reduced to a time series of monthly medians for each band.

These reduced records are shown for reference in Figs. 5–8.

A linear “smooth” was fitted to these reduced records using

a robust method14 to characterize the trend; these trend lines

are also shown in Figs. 5–8. A robust method was chosen

because, despite extensive calibration corrections, there

remain times when the monthly medians contain inexplica-

bly large scatter about the expected deviations (possibly due

to undetected “bad” PSDs not otherwise eliminated or devi-

ant time-dependent calibration corrections), and it is prefera-

ble that simple trend lines be insensitive to these kinds of

deviations. In addition, levels greater than the y-axis maxi-

mum or smaller than the y-axis minimum in Figs. 5–8 were

also excluded in the fitting.

Since the residuals are not independent, it is not straight-

forward to estimate the composite stream slope error. As a

simple substitute, for each band for each system, trend lines

were estimated using the same algorithm for the constituent

time streams A, B, and C, and the variability in composite

stream slope characterized by the span of constituent stream

slopes. These lines are shown in Figs. 5–8 and the spans in

Table III. (The constituent trend lines in these figures are not

labeled because the essential information sought from these

lines is the overall span of slopes, not the slope of any partic-

ular constituent time stream.)

TABLE II. Average levels, all bands analyzed, including historical (Wenz,5 1963–1965) and contemporary (APL/UW, 1994–2007) values, and the difference

D. Approximate band center frequency shown under the band. Levels are in decibels with reference value 1 lPa2/Hz; level D in decibels. Questionable data

from system h has been excluded (see Fig. 8.) All APL/UW values utilized the composite time stream. Values in parentheses are approximate errors (see text).

Band

System 12 (16 Hz) 13 (20 Hz) 14 (25 Hz) 15 (32 Hz) 16 (40 Hz) 17 (50 Hz) 18 (63 Hz) 19 (80 Hz) 20 (100 Hz)

d Wenz 79.7 82.0 81.9 80.1 80.6 82.2 82.0 80.6 76.8

APL/UW 89.1 (0.1) 90.6 (0.2) 90.4 (0.3) 90.3 (0.3) 90.0 (0.3) 89.7 (0.3) 87.0 (0.4) 83.7 (0.2) 79.6 (0.2)

D þ9.4 þ8.6 þ8.5 þ10.2 þ9.4 þ7.5 þ5.0 þ3.1 þ2.8

f Wenz 74.9 79.3 78.1 72.0 73.0 74.9 74.4 72.0 69.2

APL/UW 85.5 (0.3) 84.4 (0.2) 83.6 (0.3) 83.7 (0.4) 83.5 (0.5) 83.7 (0.5) 80.5 (0.5) 77.3 (0.5) 72.9 (0.5)

D þ10.6 þ5.1 þ5.5 þ11.7 þ10.5 þ8.8 þ6.1 þ5.3 þ3.7

g Wenz 77.0 80.1 79.8 77.4 77.0 78.4 79.2 78.7 75.4

APL/UW 83.3 (0.7) 84.8 (0.6) 83.2 (0.9) 84.0 (0.7) 84.7 (0.7) 84.3 (0.7) 81.8 (0.8) 79.2 (0.7) 74.6 (0.7)

D þ6.3 þ4.7 þ3.4 þ6.6 þ7.7 þ5.9 þ2.6 þ0.5 �0.8

h Wenz 78.9 80.8 80.8 78.4 78.7 81.2 82.0 80.0 78.1

APL/UW 84.9 (1.0) 86.3 (1.0) 85.4 (0.9) 86.6 (1.0) 88.1 (0.5) 88.8 (0.6) 87.7 (0.6) 84.1 (0.6) 80.2 (1.1)

D þ6.0 þ5.5 þ4.6 þ8.2 þ9.4 þ7.6 þ5.4 þ4.1 þ2.1
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The records for system d show three trends. There is an

obvious increase in level versus time in bands 14 and 15 (25

and 32 Hz), with corresponding rates of 0.42 and 0.22 dB/yr.

In band 16 (40 Hz) the levels appear essentially steady.

Levels appear to be decreasing in band 17 (50 Hz) at a rate

of �0.12 dB/yr.

The data for system h show a clear bias between February

1998 and August 2003 that increases with increasing fre-

quency. This is suspected to be due to a cable problem. The

bias is worst at about 60 Hz; at 25 Hz and lower, and 100 Hz

and higher [not shown], the effect is visually undetectable in

plots such as Fig. 8. (See, for example, Fig. 3.) Nevertheless,

the data during this period was not used in the estimation of

increases, slopes, or the CDFs.

For systems f, g, and h, the most significant features of

the composite trend lines are the obvious decrease in levels

versus time for systems g and h, all bands, and the lack of

change versus time for system f, all bands. Thus, there

appear to be no significant evidence of an increase in traffic

noise over the last decade for these three systems.

V. DISCUSSION

The APL/UW records can now be used, as shown in

Fig. 9, to add a “dynamic” element (i.e., a time-evolving

level instead of a single point) to the original chart by Ross.

For the two southern systems, ambient noise levels appear to

be either increasing or holding steady, with the exception at

50 Hz for system d, where levels appear to be decreasing.

All levels for the northern systems appear to have peaked

prior to the mid-1990s and seem to be decreasing.

A discussion of the accuracy of these results depends on

the system. Systems d and f were recalibrated “through the

sensor”; therefore their absolute calibrations are likely accu-

rate to approximately 1 dB. The system f calibration should

be more accurate (the reference system was co-located9) than

FIG. 6. Trends for the reduced composite stream, all traffic noise bands,

system f. Trend line is bold. Trends for constituent time streams A, B, and C

included for comparison.

FIG. 5. Trends for the reduced composite stream, all traffic noise bands,

system d. Trend line is bold. Trends for constituent time streams A, B, and

C included for comparison.
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that of system d (the reference system was 18 km away8).

The amplifiers for systems g and h were replaced periodi-

cally, and although the corrections for these two systems

involved a time-varying term to account for the manufactur-

ing variability (up to about 62 dB) between units, there

probably remains as much as 1 dB bias in addition to the

crude “random” estimation error quoted in Table II.

There is an additional uncertainty for systems g and h
involving errors associated with the sensors themselves. The

sensors are likely to lose sensitivity due to aging and burial.

Loss of sensitivity due to sensor aging is not well under-

stood. This issue is circumvented for systems d and f by

through-the-phone calibrations.

Most of the total burial due to deployment occurs on

impact and during the rapid subsequent settlement. In this

case, both the Wenz measurements and the contemporary

measurements should be directly comparable because both

datasets were acquired after this period of burial. This initial

burial would be more of a factor in the comparison of meas-

urements from these systems (past and present) with water-

column measurements.

Additionally, one might speculate that significant burial

might occur between the Wenz and APL/UW measurements

due to sediment transport, in particular involving sediment

from volcanic activity along the Pacific Rim, submarine land-

slides triggered by seismic events, erosion due to deforesta-

tion along coastal watersheds, and enhanced flooding due to

climate change. The extent to which this mechanism may

have deposited sediment onto the hydrophones is unknown.

The attenuation expected through even several meters of

these sediments, however, is much less than 1 dB at ship traf-

fic noise frequencies.15

A loss in hydrophone sensitivity might well be responsi-

ble for the diminished increases in contemporary levels over

FIG. 8. Trends for the reduced composite stream, all traffic noise bands,

system h. Trend line is bold. Trends for constituent time streams A, B, and

C included for comparison. System hardware malfunctions contributed to

data contamination from February 1998 to August 2003, particularly evident

at 40 and 50 Hz. (Contamination was worst around 60 Hz.) Trend lines did

not use levels from this period.

FIG. 7. Trends for the reduced composite stream, all traffic noise bands,

system g. Trend line is bold. Trends for constituent time streams A, B, and

C included for comparison.
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Wenz levels for systems g and h versus systems d and f. An

absolute calibration would be required to resolve this issue.

Nevertheless, the following band by band pattern holds

mostly true: Systems g and h levels are bracketed by systems

d and f levels in both the Wenz and contemporary measure-

ments. This pattern suggests that, if all other factors were

constant, losses in hydrophone sensitivity for systems g and

h have not resulted in more than a couple of decibels of

attenuation.

Patterns within the APL/UW dataset are invariant to

absolute errors but sensitive to relative systematic errors that

occur over time. Figs. 5–8 show (primarily in the points for

the constituent time streams) that wild points occurred often

at the beginning of the program (when the measurement pro-

tocols were not as yet standardized and weak components

were malfunctioning under the stress of round-the-clock

operations) and at the end (when in-water components failed,

e.g., the cable at site d). The middle of the datasets show

excellent agreement between the constituent time streams,

reflecting a period of mature hardware and settled automated

measurement protocols. This “mature” period underscores

the value of consistent support for long-term observation

programs. The PSDs during this period are very consistent

across the three streams and hence provide high quality

measures. Unfortunately, levels in the middle of a record

have less influence on the overall trend slope. Nevertheless,

trend lines for the three constituent time streams are gener-

ally accurate characterizations of the trend line for the com-

posite stream, which in turn suggests that the composite

lines as constructed here are insensitive to outliers at the be-

ginning and ending of the records and accurately character-

ize the main trends in the datasets. This conclusion is also

supported by simple visual inspection, which provides

further confidence that these trend lines are reasonable repre-

sentations of the basic trend characteristics of traffic noise

over the last decade.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

The 12þ year APL/UW records reveal mutually consist-

ent long-time trends versus levels reported by Wenz—

general increases in ambient noise levels—and recent dec-

ade-long trends consistent with the hypothesis by Ross.

TABLE III. Simple trend parameters, all traffic noise bands, and reduced composite time streams. Approximate band center frequency shown under the band.

Epoch is the first time in the record, given as year followed by yearday (where 1st January is yearday 1). Epoch level is in decibels with reference value

1 lPa2/Hz. Slope is in decibels per year. Range is the minimum and maximum slope across all constituent time streams.

Band

System 14 (25 Hz) 15 (32 Hz) 16 (40 Hz) 17 (50 Hz) Epoch

d te Level 88.8 89.8 90.4 90.5 1994//325

Slope þ0.42 þ0.22 �0.01 �0.12

Range [�0.02, þ0.57] [þ0.06, þ0.29] [�0.26, þ0.17] [�0.24, þ0.03]

f te Level 82.6 83.2 83.3 83.4 1995//217

Slope þ0.07 þ0.03 þ0.01 þ0.02

Range [�0.18, þ0.03] [�0.13, þ0.05] [�0.30, þ0.07] [�0.15, þ0.05]

g te Level 83.8 85.1 86.0 85.6 1995//256

Slope �0.12 �0.18 �0.23 �0.24

Range [�0.15, �0.02] [�0.21, �0.06] [�0.24, �0.11] [�0.22, �0.11]

h te Level 86.6 87.9 90.0 91.0 1994//331

Slope �0.14 �0.17 �0.23 �0.26

Range [�0.36, þ0.08] [�0.39, þ0.06] [�0.42, þ0.00] [�0.43, �0.06]

FIG. 9. Historical and contemporary traffic noise levels. The historical

“summary” points at 1965 are from Table II. Solid lines represent the model

fits to the APL/UW data, shown over the temporal span of the actual dataset.

Thin dotted lines connect measurements for the same band for each system.

The heavy dashed line indicates the trend suggested by Ross, which was

based broadly on data from many systems in both the Atlantic and Pacific,

and not specifically on data from the systems used in the present study.
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Increases in the traffic noise of about 8–10 dB from the mid-

1960s to the present, previously reported for systems d and f,
are corroborated by measurements from system h, while sys-

tem g data show a slightly smaller increase. Contemporary

traffic noise levels appear to be either holding steady or

slightly increasing at the southern sites (with one exception

at 50 Hz for system d), depending on frequency, but decreas-

ing at the northern sites. This seems to corroborate the Ross’

prediction: At no location does the traffic noise appear to be

increasing at 0.55 dB/yr.

The general pattern, consistent across all sites, is that

the greatest increases over the results of Wenz study are

found not only in the traffic noise bands but also in the ba-

leen whale vocalization bands.

The APL/UW measurements may follow Wenz’ prescrip-

tion of repeated observations in the same area, but it remains

unclear how to separate the space and time influences of the

underlying source mechanisms. While the time dependence is

likely coupled to the vagaries of the world economy,16 the

changes in apparent “distant shipping” levels may not be due

simply to increases in density or source level along the original

shipping lanes but may also be due to changes in the location

of the shipping lanes themselves relative to the hydrophone

systems.17 Further analysis of shipping records—now possible

with advances in automated global positioning system based

ship tracking capabilities—will be necessary to quantify this

influence.

In order to further elucidate these trends and their under-

lying mechanisms, we must seek opportunities for absolute

calibrations and, furthermore, heed the advice of Wenz and

pursue “frequent and continued observations” at these sites.
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